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NEW QUESTION: 1
Refer to the exhibit.
The HQ site uses area code 650. The BR1 site uses area code
408. The long distance national code for PSTN dialing is 1. To
make a long distance national call, an HQ or BR1 user dials
access code 9, followed by 1, and then the 10-digit number.
Both sites use MGCP gateways. AAR must use globalized call
routing using a single route pattern. Assume that all outgoing
PSTN numbers are localized at the egress gateway as shown in
the exhibit. Which statement is true?
A. The AAR group system must be configured under the AAR

service parameters.
B. The single AAR group system cannot be used. A second AAR
group must be configured in order to have source and
destination AAR groups.
C. The AAR group system must be configured on the device
configuration of the phones.
D. The AAR group system must be configured on the line
configuration of the phones.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The articles of organization for a limited liability company
must contain everything, except the following:
A. The name of the entity that includes some indication it is a
LLC.
B. Number of shares authorized and issued.
C. The name and address of the registered agent.
D. If the company is to be manager managed, a statement to that
effect.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Choice "c" is correct. Limited liability companies do not issue
"shares" held by shareholders like in a
corporation. Instead, members (the owners) are said to have
"interests" in the LLC. Choices "a", "b", and
"d" are incorrect. These are all required to be included in the
articles of organization.

NEW QUESTION: 3
An administrator is logged in to the Symantec Endpoint
Protection Manager (SEPM) console for a system
named SEPM01. The groups and policies that were previously in
the SEPM01 console are unavailable and
have been replaced with unfamiliar groups and policies. What
was a possible reason for this change?
A. The administrator was using the Web console instead of the
Java console.
B. The administrator was modified from using Computer mode to
User mode.
C. The administrator was logged in to the incorrect domain for
SEPM01.
D. The administrator was changed from a limited administrator
to a system administrator.
Answer: C
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